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COMMENTARY 
 

Breast-Conserving Surgery and Risk of Positive Margins in 
Breast Cancer 

 
Dimitrios H. Roukos M.D., Niki J. Agnantis M.D.,  Haralambos Batsis M.D., Evangelos Paraskevaidis 

M.D. and Angelos M. Kappas M.D. 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Recent studies with long-term follow-up establish that overall and breast cancer-specific survival do not differ after 
breast conservation treatment or total mastectomy. These reports will undoubtedly lead to an increasing rate of breast-
conserving surgery replacing steadily total mastectomy. What is the risk of this expected trend especially on close or 
positive tumor margin and its impact on local recurrence? Is the current adjuvant treatment –radiation, chemotherapy, 
tamoxifen-so effective that can replace a standard surgical re-excision in cases with close or positive margins? Is local 
failure in the conserved breast a true recurrence or a new primary breast tumor?  
 

 
omplete removal of the primary tumor by surgery 
–curative or R0 resection in the AJCC/UICC-
TNM classification1 - has been established 

standard in the surgical management of solid tumors. 
When the disease is identified at an early-stage cancer, 
this principal goal of surgery for an R0 resection is 
achievable by a less extensive surgery.  This creative 
thoughtful concept represents an important advance 
towards a patient’s lower morbidity and better quality of 
life. A tumor stage-stratified treatment has long been 
considered for breast cancer and is recently also 
suggesting for other solid tumors including gastric 
cancer.3,4

 
 

     However, precondition for a wide clinical implication 
of the limited surgical approach is the availability of 
long-term survival data from randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs) that provide scientific evidence supporting a 
lower side-effects profile of this strategy, as compared 
with extensive surgery without any increase in the risk of 
treatment failure and death. A trend towards a less 
extensive surgery has already been started for the most 
common cancer sites such the prostate, and 
gastrointestinal tract and the treatment effect is now 
evaluating in ongoing RCTs.  
     For breast cancer however, there are now 
accumulating evidence-based data that allow us to drawn 
conclusions about the effectiveness of breast conservation 
therapy. Survival data from RCTs after a follow-up of 5 
or 10 years5-11 showed no significant difference in overall 
or breast-cancer specific survival after breast-conserving 
surgery or mastectomy. The lack of long-term follow-up 
data was an argument for caution of breast-conserving 
surgery because of the long natural  

 
history of breast cancer. Now, the recently published 20-
years results of the two landmark studies by Fisher et al12 
and Veronesi et al.13

 
confirm that survival does not differ 

between the two procedures.  
     Breast conservation therapy, as a patient’s friendly and 
preferable procedure that leads to a better quality of life 
than total mastectomy, is increasingly accepting and will 
be widely used in the next years.  However, this 
widespread clinical use raises several key questions:  
(a) Does the trend and efforts towards a steadily 
increasing number of patients who treated with a less 
extensive surgery, by expanding the eligibility criteria, 
increase the risk of close or positive tumor margin?  
(b)  What is the effect of microscopic evidence of 
positive margin on the risk of ipsilateral breast tumor 
recurrence (IBTR)?  
(c)   Should the women with a  final close or positive 
resection margin undergone further surgery or a re-
excision can be avoided by the availability of current 
effective adjuvant treatment –radiation, chemotherapy, 
tamoxifen-?  
(d)    Is local failure a true recurrence or a new primary 
ipsilateral breast tumor ?  
     Data from randomized and nonrandomized studies 
allow us today to a scientific approach of these questions. 
The answer to the first question is clearly yes. The rate of 
positive margin on the final excision is high and ranges  
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TABLE 1. Impact of Final Margin Status on Ipsilateral Breast Tumor Recurrence Rates after Conservative Surgery 
and Radiation Therapy  

Author (Institution) Number of Patients 
(Median f/u) Endpoint Negative Close Positive 

Dewar et al. (Gustave-
Roussy)16

 

 757 (9 years)  10-year actuarial  6%  —  14%  

Borger et al. (Netherlands)17
  1,026 (5.5 years) 5-year actuarial  2%  6%  16%  

Freedman et al. (Fox Chase)18
 

Freedman et al. (Fox Chase)14
 

1,262 (6.3 years)  912  
(5.9 years)  

10-year actuarial 
10-year actuarial  7% 3%  14% 

13%  

12% 34%  
(age< 

35years)  

Park et al. (JCRT)19
  533 (10.6 years) 8-year crude rate 7%  7%  14% *27% 

Anscher et al. (Duke)20
  259 (3.7 years)  5-year actuarial  2%  —  10%  

Smitt et al. (Stanford)21
  303 (6 years)  10-year actuarial  2%  16%  0% *9%  

Peterson et al. (U Penn)22
  1,021 (6.8 years) 8-year actuarial  9%  17%  11%  

Wazer et al. (Tufts)23
  498 (6 years)  10-year actuarial  2%  2%  15%  

Pittinger et al. (U Rochester)24
  211 (4.5 years)  Crude rate  3%   3% (f/u = 54) 

Cowen et al. (Marseille)25
  152 (6 years)  5-year actuarial    20%  

Neuschatz et al (Tufts)15
  498 (10 years)  12-year actuarial  4.6%  9%  17%  

 
*Focally positive.  
f/u = Follow-up.  
 
from 10%12 to 48%10 in RCTs and from 22%14 to 41%15

 

overall rate of close (<2mm) or positive  
margin in recent reports of nonrandomized studies. This 
widespread variation is attributable to the selection 
criteria, definition of margin status, extent of 
conservative surgery (lumpectomy, quadrantectomy, 
local/wide excision), tumor size, adjuvant treatment and 
institution.  
Margin status and a number of several other clinical and 
pathologic factors that include young patient age, 
extensive intraductal component (EIC), histologic type 
and grade, lymph-vascular invasion and the presence of 
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), have been assessed for 
their ability to predict an increased risk of IBTR.   
 
    Positive margin on the final resection specimens 
seems to be associated with increased risk of local 
failure. Long-term data on the use of breast-conserving 
therapy in patients with positive margins is limited and 
recurrence rate varies considerably. In most series the 
risk of IBTR after breast–conserving and radiation has 
been shown to be two to four times greater in the 
presence of a positive or close (< 2mm) margin 
compared with negative margins14-25

 
(Table 1). The 

highest risk of recurrence has been observed in certain 
subgroups. In young women aged <35 or <45 years with 

positive both EIC-tumors and margin a high risk of 
34%14 and 55%26 has been reported. These reports 
provide some evidence that the increased risk of IBTR 
in young women may be attributed to an association of 
young age with EIC positivity and close or positive 
resection margins.27 However, no significant increase in 
the rate of IBTR has been found in other reports.14,22,24  
The variation in these results may be related to the 
extent of the surgical resection for the primary tumor, 
the presence or absence of an EIC, the definition of a 
positive margin, the number of margins that are positive,  
the extent of the margin positivity and the use of 
adjuvant chemotherapy and/or tamoxifen.  
     The extent of conservative surgery may influence the 
risk of local recurrence. In the Milan II trial,28 the breast 
recurrence rate for patients with positive margins was 
12% for those undergoing a quadrantectomy compared 
with 17% for those whose primary surgical procedure 
was lumpectomy. In the study by Silberstein at al. a 
wider margin excision of normal breast tissue 
surrounding ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) had 
resulted in fewer ipsilateral recurrences.29 Although 
additional experience is needed to confirm the 
association of close or positive margins and increase risk 
of recurrence, negative margin continues to remain the 
cornerstone in the breast-conserving therapy.   
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TABLE 2. Impact of adjuvant treatment on ipsilateral breast after breast-conserving surgery 
and radiation in patients with close or positive margins  

 

Author Additional margin- 
Directed radiation 

Systemic 
Chemotherapy Tamoxifen 

Neuschatz et al. 15
  Delay*  NS  NS  

Wazer et al.23
  NS    

Freedman et al14
   NS   

Freedman et al18
 NS                  Delay           Delay 

Park et al.19
   Decrease   

Cowen et al25,26
    Decrease  

    
* Delayed time to local recurrence   
           • NS: Not significant   
 

Clinically important is the answer to the third question 
about the effect of adjuvant treatment on IBTR in 
women with positive margins. If current adjuvant 
treatment, that includes more aggressive margin-directed 
radiation dose escalation, systemic chemotherapy and/or 
tamoxifen, would be so effective to replace surgical re-
excision without increasing risk of local recurrence, it 
could result in a wider use of breast-conserving therapy. 
However, data addressing this question are limited and 
of low level (II-IV) of evidence.   
     Table 2 summarizes the treatment effect of adjuvant 
treatment in women with close or positive 
margins14,15,18,19,23,25,26 Aggressive radiation dose 
escalation to the tumor bed, delayed time to local 
recurrence up to the first 5 years after breast 
conservation treatment in women with close or focally 
positive margin but had no significant decrease in the 
ultimate 10-year cumulative incidence of IBTR.15,18,23  

     A similar treatment effect has been reported by the use 
of systemic adjuvant chemotherapy or tamoxifen. The 
use of adjuvant chemotherapy in women with focally 
positive margins reduced the rate of IBTR from 18% 
without chemotherapy to 7% with chemotherapy at 8 
years in the report by Park et al,19 but in other studies 
this systemic treatment either had no effect on IBTR14,15 
or delayed time to local recurrence in the first 5 years 
without a significant reduction in the ultimate 10-year 
local recurrence rate.18    
     Tamoxifen has resulted in a delay in IBTR up to a 
median of 6.7 years in the report by Freedman et al.15

 

Cowen et al.25,28 also reported that adjuvant hormone use 
increased the local recurrence free survival with positive 
margins but not with negative margins up to 10 years 
after breast-conserving surgery and radiation without 
chemotherapy. All these retrospective studies are limited 
by the small number of patients, interactions between 
final margin status and young age, EIC or other 
prognostic factors and the absence of multivariate 
analysis. The contracting results therefore do not 
surprise and do not allow us to drawn conclusions. 

There is some suggestion that adjuvant treatment may 
delay time to recurrence but is unable to reduce the 
incidence of IBTR in a time period longer than 5 years 
after breast conserving treatment in patients with close 
or positive margins.  The available data cannot provide 
any evidence that adjuvant treatment can replace 
surgical re-excision in women with close or positive 
margins in final specimen after breast-conserving 
surgery. Surgical re-excision of positive or close 
margins continues to remain the standard procedure 
despite the availability of effective adjuvant 
treatment.14,15  
       Is local failure after breast conservation a true 
recurrence or a new primary tumor? The answer is 
important for decision-making about diagnostic and 
treatment. True recurrence at the tumor bed suggests the 
need for more  aggressive local treatment, whereas 
tumor reappearance at a remote site may be prevented 
by total mastectomy.  Site and time –early or late- of 
recurrence help in the understanding of tumor nature. 
Based on the site of recurrence, Neuschatz et al. 
separated local failure into central/peripheral and remote 
recurrence. They found that 70% of women with 
central/peripheral recurrence had initial margins that 
were close or positive, whereas only 46% of the remote 
recurrences were in this category. In the entire cohort, 
41% had close or positive margins and the authors 
believe that the remote recurrences can be viewed as a 
crossection of the initial cohort.12 Long-term follow-up 
studies in the total of women undergoing breast-
conserving treatment consistently indicate that most 
early (< 5 years) failures are true recurrences, whereas 
most late (> 5- or 10 years) recurrences are new.13,15,30,31 
These data also indicate that irradiation of the whole 
breast does not provide full long-term protection against 
local recurrence.  Late appearance of malignancy at a 
remote site either it is originated from a small foci of 
carcinoma undetected at initial diagnosis35-37

 
or it is a 

new primary can be prevented by total mastectomy. 
However, the key question is how can be identified 
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before treatment these women who will develop a late 
recurrence.  
     Scientific evidence for the important role of clear 
surgical margins not only for local tumor control but 
also for the combat of lymphatic spread and lymph node 
metastases is recently provided by relevant basic 
research. Padera et al.35 found in mice that functional 
lymphatic vessels in the tumor margin are sufficient for 
lymphatic metastasis and confirmed this observation in 
patients with lung cancer. Therefore the authors suggest 
that the tumor margins should be treated aggressively by 
local treatment, such as surgery and radiation, to combat 
lymphatic dissemination. 
     Breast conservation therapy is the treatment of 
choice, provided that the margins of resected specimens 
are free of tumor, point out even the strong supporters of 
this treatment option.12

 
It is clear that we need new 

markers that can define who individual woman needs a 
less or more extensive surgery to prevent local failures. 
Promises for incorporation of such new biologic 
predictors into clinical practice are provided by recent 
studies which use DNA-microarrays gene-expression 
data and cyclin E-levels.36-39 There is hope that these 
new markers will facilitate an appropriate surgical 
decision-making between breast-conserving surgery and 
total  mastectomy.  
 
Conclusion  
Surgery with clear resection margins remains the 
principal goal of the breast-conserving therapy. Data 
about the ability of current adjuvant treatment to replace 
surgical re-excision in close or positive margins are 
limited and of low level of evidence (II-IV). Studies 
with the newer more effective chemotherapeutic agents 
are needed but until then re-excision remains standard.  
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